Dear Members and Friends,

As we approach the holiday season, we know many people make year-end donations. If you feel well-served by GSI, we ask you to please pass it forward and make a donation to help Holocaust survivors in financial need (through the Jewish social service agency of your choice) or to your favorite Holocaust museum, memorial or teaching institution.

Best Wishes for a Happy New Year,

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old

**REPARATIONS / RESTITUTION**

Click here for more on the **US Holocaust Insurance Accountability Act of 2019 - GovTrack**

**UPCOMING CONFERENCES**

18th Annual Council of Holocaust Educators Conference

**Listen to the Children: Voices from the Kindertransport**
December 6, 2019  8:30 am – 3:00 pm
Navesink Rooms, Student Life Center, Brookdale Community College, Lincroft, NJ

**History Unfolded: US Newspapers and the Holocaust**
December 12, 2019  9:00 am - 2:00 pm
Gateway 500 &427 (Kean Ocean) Ocean County College, Toms River, NJ

**Depicting Violated Jewish Women during the Holocaust**
January 8, 2020
Beck Hall, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat Gan, Israel
For more: info@barilan.org.il.

**The 75th Anniversary of the Liberation of Auschwitz**
January 26 – 29, 2020
Auschwitz-Birkenau Memorial and Museum, Poland
For more: 212-335-0544 or delegation@preserveauschwitz.org.

50th Anniversary Scholar’s Conference on the Holocaust & the Churches

**The History and Future of the Holocaust and its Memory**
March 7 – 10, 2020
University of Texas at Dallas, Dallas, TX

**Approaching the History of Internment:**
**Reconsiderations of Wartime Britain and Beyond**
March 16 – 18, 2020
IAS Common Ground, Institute of Advanced Studies, Ground Floor, South Wing, University College London, Gower Street, London WC1E 6BT

**Liberation 75**
**Global Gathering of Holocaust Survivors, Descendants, Educators and Friends**
May 31 – June 2, 2020
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
UPCOMING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS & WEBINARS

The Devil Next Door. Behind the Scenes of the Demjanjuk Case
December 2, 2019 3:00 pm ET

Examining Stages of Genocide: Persecution, Extermination and Denial
December 5, 2019 4:00 pm ET

Introduction to New York’s Holocaust Curriculum
December 6, 2019 9:00 am - 2:30 pm
Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, New York, NY

Teaching with the Pyramid of Hate
December 10, 2019 5:00 pm ET

Non-Jewish Victims of Nazi Persecution
December 12, 2019 3:00 pm ET

Choices Matter: Complicity and Action During the Holocaust
December 17, 2019 7:00 pm ET

Between Enemy Combatant and Racial ‘Other’: Nazi Persecution of Soviet POWs
January 6 – 10, 2020
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

“Writing to let you know…”
A Scholarly Workshop on Letter from the Holocaust
February 24 – 27, 2020
Memorial de la Shoah, Paris, France

New Approaches in German-Jewish Studies, Refugee and Migration Studies & Public Representations of German and/or German-Jewish History and Culture
March 26 -27, 2020
Appalachian State University, Boone, NC

UPCOMING EVENTS

Exhibit: Ordinary Treasures: Highlights from the Museum of Jewish Heritage Collection, inspired by the Museum’s original Core Exhibition and by the Museum publication To Life: 36 Stories of Memory and Hope. Free one-hour guided tours available Tuesdays at 3:00 pm.
Now – December 31, 2019—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, New York, NY
Exhibit: The Art of Exile: Paintings by German-Jewish Refugees, featuring works from the Leo Baeck Institute’s art collection made by German-speaking Jewish artists while they were in exile.

Exhibit: The Number on Great-Grandpa’s Arm, featuring the short HBO documentary accompanied by rotoscope animation which brings the film’s archival footage and photos to life.

Now – January 5, 2020—National World War II Museum, 945 Magazine St, New Orleans, LA
Exhibit: Operation Finale: The Capture & Trial of Adolf Eichmann

Now – January 12, 2020—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

20th Anniversary Exhibit: Learning to Remember, highlights of some of the most compelling, thought-provoking, and historically significant exhibitions presented by the Museum in the last two decades.

Now—August 30, 2020 — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. The most comprehensive exhibition dedicated to the history of Auschwitz and its role in the Holocaust ever presented in North America, bringing together over 700 original objects and 400 photographs of Auschwitz, from over 20 institutions and museums around the world.

December 1 - 29, 2019—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Pl, New York, NY
The Sorceress: One of the very earliest works of Yiddish theatre, this operetta’s restored orchestrations are based on pre-Holocaust musical arrangements which were saved from destruction at the hands of the Nazis by the famed “Paper Brigade” of the YIVO in Vilna.

December 2, 2019, 8:00 pm—The Shul Sanctuary, 9540 Collins Ave, Surfside, FL
Concert: Violins of Hope Strings of the Holocaust. Fees. For tickets 305-866-0203.

December 3, 2019, 7:00 pm—STEM Building Auditorium, Kean University, Union, NJ
Murray Pantirer Memorial Scholar Lecture: Rescue Board: The Untold Story America’s Efforts to Save the Jews of Europe, with author, Dr. Rebecca Erbelding.

December 4, 2019, 7:00 pm—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ
Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest’s Real to Reel Holocaust Film Series: The Accountant of Auschwitz. For more information: https://cdn.fedweb.org/fed-2/2/December%25202019%2520Reel%2520to%2520Reel.pdf

December 5, 2019, 6:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie IL
Propaganda, Power, and Persuasion: Creating, Defining and Targeting “The Enemy”. David Welch, Director of the Centre for the Study of Propaganda and War at the University of
Kent (England), will speak to the power and perils of propaganda throughout history, and why combating it today is so critical. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

December 8, 2019, 12:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie IL
Survivor Talks – In Our Voices. Hear Holocaust Survivors tell their stories in person and answer audience questions. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org

December 8, 2019, 2:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie IL
Book & Author – Survivor Café: The Legacy of Trauma and the Labyrinth of Memory
Elizabeth Rosner accompanied her father on three trips back to Buchenwald. These served as the basis for her critically acclaimed book. Book signing. www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

December 8, 2019, 3:00 pm—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, 1 Duncombe Rd, Forest Town, South Africa
Screening: Blind Love - A Holocaust Journey through Poland with Man's Best Friend

December 9, 2019, 7:00 pm—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
At the Margin of the Holocaust? Writing the Biography of a Mischling in the German Foreign Office: Vollrath von Maltzan.

December 10, 2019, 5:45 pm—Roosevelt House, 47 - 49 East 65th St, New York, NY
Screening of Nobody Wants Us, the true story of how Eleanor Roosevelt intervened to save the Jewish refugees on the SS Quanza because of her conviction that they were not “undesirables”, as labeled by the US State Department, but “future patriotic Americans.” Reservations required.

December 12, 2019, 2:00 pm — Midtown Manhattan, New York, NY
Sardines to the Ghettos: Relief Food Parcels for Jews in Occupied Europe during the Second World War, presented by Dr. Jan Láníček, Senior Lecturer in Modern European History at the University of New South Wales in Sydney, Australia. and 2019 JDC Archives Fellowship recipient. RSVP is required for location details.

December 12, 2019, 7:00 pm—Gratz College Auditorium, Melrose Park, PA
The Hunt for Hitler's Hidden Soldiers in America: Citizen 865 with Debbie Cenziper.

December 15, 2019, 2:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie IL
Lodz Ghetto Through the Eyes of a Survivor. Hear the personal stories of three survivors who once called Lodz their home, and for whom the photographs of Henryk Ross have special significance. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

December 19, 2019 – February 2, 2020—Morris Museum, Morristown, NJ
Painting to Testify: Early Post-Liberation Works by David Friedman

December 19, 2019, 12:00 pm—ADL Conference Center, 605 Third Ave, New York, NY
Bubby’s Kitchen, a concert version of a one-woman show by 3G and Cantor Shira Ginsburg. Latkes and other festive refreshments will be served. Please RSVP by December 11th to hidden-child@adl.org, security requires all names.
December 19, 2019, 2:00 pm — Midtown Manhattan, **New York, NY**

**The Thread that Binds: Personal Correspondence and Relief Aid in the Camps of Occupied France, 1940-1944**, presented by **Dr. Stacy Veeder**, Visiting Assistant Professor at the College of Charleston, focusing on modern France, Holocaust and genocide studies, and 2019 JDC Archives Fellowship recipient. RSVP is required for location details.

December 28, 2019, 12:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie IL**

**Survivor Talks — In Our Voices.** Hear Holocaust Survivors tell their stories in person and answer audience questions. For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org).

January 5, 2020, 2:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie IL**

**Holocaust Postal History: Harrowing Journeys Revealed Through the Letters and Cards of Victims.** Justin Gordon’s book provides unique and personal insights into Holocaust history. Book signing to follow: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events)

January 9, 2020, 7:00 pm—Brenden Theatres Palms Hotel, 4321 W. Flamingo Rd, **Las Vegas, NV**

Las Vegas Jewish Film Festival presents **Black Honey: The Life and Poetry of Avraham Sutzkever**. [www.lvjff.org](http://www.lvjff.org).

January 10, 2020, 11:30 am—Clive Daniel Home, 1351 NW Boca Raton Blvd, **Boca Raton, FL**

**Bagels & Books: At the Wolf’s Table** by Rosella Postorino facilitated by Greta Brewer. [Register](#).

January 10, 2020, 2:00 pm—South Regional Library, 8065 Lely Cultural Pkwy, **Naples, FL**

Screening: “*Not the Last Butterfly*” and art exhibit. RSVP [collierlibrary.org/events](http://collierlibrary.org/events)

January 12, 2020, 1:30 pm—Chula Vista Heritage Museum inside the Chula Vista Civic Library, **Chula Vista, CA**

Opening of **Remember Us The Holocaust (RUTH)**, an exhibit about the lives of 12 survivors who settled in the South Bay of San Diego. The exhibit will be on display through December 2020.

January 15, 2020, 2:00 pm—South Regional Library, 8065 Lely Cultural Pkwy, **Naples, FL**

Discussion of Alyson Richman’s historical novel **The Lost Wife**. RSVP [collierlibrary.org/events](http://collierlibrary.org/events)

January 16, 2020, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

Performance of scenes from Peter Weiss’ play **The Investigation**, a searing piece of theater adapted from the Frankfurt Auschwitz Trials of 1963–1965, followed by guided discussions about the lasting impact of mass murder on individuals, families, communities, and countries.

January 20, 2020, 11:30 am——JCC MetroWest, 760 Northfield Ave, **West Orange, NJ**

New Jersey Jewish Film Festival Extra: **Joachim Prinz: I Shall Not Be Silent**.
January 23, 2020, 6:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie IL**
www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

January 25, 2020, 7:30 pm—Museum of Flight, 9404 E Marginal Way S, **Seattle, WA**
Commemorating International Holocaust Remembrance Day – **The Rescue: A Live Film-Concerto: The story of Jose Arturo Castellanos, the Latin American Wallenberg**.

January 26, 2020, 2:00 pm—Temple Shalom of Naples, 4630 Pine Ridge Rd, **Naples, FL**
International Holocaust Remembrance Day Commemoration: screening of **Defiant Requiem**. RSVP at holocaustmuseumswfl.org.

January 27, 2020, 2:00 pm—Holocaust Museum & Cohen Education Center, 975 Imperial Golf Course Blvd, Suite 108, **Naples, FL**
International Holocaust Remembrance Day film screening of **The Boys of Terezin**. RSVP: holocaustmuseumswfl.org.

January 27, 2020, 6:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie IL**
Commemoration – International Holocaust Remembrance Day: **“Who said it would be easy?”: The Congresswoman Who Brought Nazis to Justice**, with **Elizabeth Holtzman**, who will share how her landmark legislation led to the investigation of hundreds, and deportation of dozens of Nazi war criminals. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

January 27, 2020, 7:00 pm—Congregation Emanu-El, Fifth Ave and 65th St, **New York, NY**
**Concert Against Bigotry Commemorating the 75th Anniversary of the Liberation of Auschwitz** featuring Itzhak Perlman, Tovah Feldshuh, the Klezmer Conservatory Band, the cast and orchestra of Fiddler on the Roof in Yiddish and others. To be added to the waiting list if tickets become available: https://mjhny.org/events/concert-commemorating-the-75th-anniversary-of-the-liberation-of-auschwitz/

January 28, 2020, 9:00 am-3:30 pm—Consulate General of Italy, 689 Park Ave, **New York, NY**
**Holocaust Remembrance Ceremony**: Readings of the names of the Jews deported from Italy and the Italian territories.

February 11 - March 29, 2020—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Pl, **New York, NY**
**Harmony**: a new musical by Barry Manilow and Bruce Sussman about the Comedian Harmonists, an internationally famous German group of Jewish and Gentile entertainers prior to World War II, who were banned by the Nazis in 1934.

**FYI… FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

**FYI… Online newsletters**

**Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club**
FYI... Facing History and Ourselves is offering a new unit that shifts students' study of World War II and Nazism to the other side of the Atlantic.

FYI... Echoes & Reflections is offering a free online course for educators starting December 2, 2019. For information and registration click here.

FYI... 3G NY will be having another training for WEDU on Thursday evenings 6:30 – 9:00 pm on January 16, 23, 30 and February 6. Suggested donation. RSVP: wedu@3gnewyork.org.

FYI... Listen to ‘Those Who Were There,’ a new podcast from Yale’s Fortunoff Archive for Holocaust Testimonies

FYI... Listen to a new podcast Kindertransport: Remembering & Rethinking (https://www.ajrrefugeevoices.org.uk/podcast), now available on all major platforms.

FYI... The Survivor Mitzvah Project’s Holocaust Educational Archive Collection: Survivor Mitzvah Project Archive Promo

FYI... Travel: Through the Eyes of Children: Poland during the Holocaust and Today, July 4 - 11, 2020

FYI... For the latest on the Baltics

FYI... Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

Across Borders: International

World must Urgently Act before Underground Hatred becomes ‘Alarming New Normal’, Says Secretary-General at Museum of Jewish Heritage

Ancestry® Digitizes Millions of Holocaust Archives

Holocaust: Restitution battles

How to save the mass graves of the Holocaust from oblivion

On Kristallnacht anniversary, yellow stars appear on Jewish homes in Scandinavia

Survey: About 1 in 4 Europeans hold anti-Semitic beliefs

Europe's labeling of Israeli products recalls Third Reich's boycott of Jews

Argentina

Most of Nazi trove discovered in Buenos Aires are fakes
Sick 'Nazi Girl' Video Earns Students Top Grade; Teacher Fired
I'm a Nazi girl: Argentina students film video with singing Nazis; teacher fired

Australia
Survivor finally has his Bar Mitzvah
A Biologist Reconstructs the Grotesque Efficiency of the Nazis' Killing Machine
Report: 30% Increase in Anti-Semitic Verbal Incidents in Australia | Jewish Journal

Austria
Hitler’s birthplace in Austria to become police precinct
Hitler’s Birthplace Will Be Converted Into a Police Station
Austria to Place Police Precinct in Hitler’s Birthplace
Family who fled Nazis lend collection to Austria

Belgium
Jews in Belgium expect already dire anti-Semitism problem to get worse, says AJC
Charges dropped against Belgian soccer fans who sang about burning Jews

Bosnia
Bosnian Jews, Muslims recall lesson in tolerance as extremism rises

Brazil
Brazilian soccer team don Stars of David in Kristallnacht tribute
Brazilian soccer players wear star of David in honor of Kristallnacht
Brazilian concert features music written by prisoners at Nazi camps

Canada
Forgiving a German the crimes of his Nazi grandfather
Uncovering a family’s stolen legacy
Canadian holocaust survivor reunited with the baby he saved from Nazis when he was just a child
Rosensweig: Out of the ashes of Kristallnacht, a shul is born
A Holocaust Survivor Tells His Remarkable True Story of Courage and Survival at Auschwitz
Composer tells Holocaust survivor's story
Holocaust educators, survivors fear lessons of the past fading with new generation - 660 NEWS
Scholars take a hard look at the Holocaust
Council proclaims city-wide day of Holocaust remembrance

Montreal Concert Features ‘Violins of Hope’ That Survived Holocaust

Musicians to play concert in Montreal with violins recovered from the Holocaust

Music inspired by life in Theresienstadt

Calgary adopts motion proclaiming Holocaust Remembrance Day

BDS and Antifa Bigots Shout “Back to the Ovens” at Toronto's York U

Dozens of University of Toronto Faculty Call Out ‘Antisemitic BDS Movement,’ Urge Adoption of IHRA Definition

Czech Republic

Diplomat voices shock at Prague Hitler mask | DW | 01.11.2019

Denmark

Neo-Nazi Leader Arrested in Connection With Vandalization of Jewish Graves in Denmark

Denmark, the Black Diamond, Yiddish and me

France

The History Behind a Recently Defaced French Holocaust Memorial

French Holocaust Survivors Celebrating Bar and Bat Mitzvahs At The Western Wall

'Great lady of the French Resistance' dies at 103

Yvette Lundy, French Resistance member who helped Jewish families, dies at 103

Catholic Priest Rushes to Document the ‘Holocaust by Bullets’

Germany

Brief / German government condemns neo-Nazi ‘hit list,’ death threats to politicians

Former SS guard goes on trial over 5,230 murders in what could be last ever Nazi prosecution of its kind

Child Holocaust survivor hugs 93-year-old Nazi guard during trial in Germany

Germany’s Merkel to make first visit to Auschwitz as chancellor

German leader Merkel to make 1st visit to Auschwitz

German Chancellor Angela Merkel Set to Visit Auschwitz for First Time

Brief / Merkel to make first visit to Auschwitz as German leader

The Jews Who Stabbed Germany in the Back

German Holocaust victims' group loses charity status | DW | 24.11.2019

'Nazi Surrender' Agreement Selling for $3.5 Million
Hitler’s Top Hat and SS Flag Auctioned in Germany
Hitler’s top hat sells at auction in Germany for $55,000
The Great Jewish Fencer Who Served as the Nazis’ Token Jew at the 1936 Olympics
The Brave Jewish D’Artagnan Who Fenced for Germany in the 1936 Olympics
On the Anniversary of Kristallnacht and the Fall of the Berlin Wall, Remembering East Germany's Jews
Kristallnacht remains relevant 81 years later
Kay: Anti-Semitism is back in Berlin
Kristallnacht: The shattering of illusion
Looking back on Kristallnacht, the Nazis' anti-Jewish pogroms | DW | 09.11.2019
Kristallnacht: Looking back at the Night of Broken Glass
Isaac Herzog, Berlin community mark 81 years since Kristallnacht
Commemorating Kristallnacht amid rising anti-Semitism | DW | 09.11.2019
Kristallnacht: Yesterday and Today!
Darker Than A Thousand Pogroms: Kristallnacht and its Long Shadow
The glass is still breaking — remembering Kristallnacht in 2019 – J-Gypsies in the Holocaust
Father's Nazi Past Overtakes German Business Guru
Everything You Wanted to Know About German Jewry — and More | Jewish Journal
Anne Frank's childhood friend tells the story of the German official who saved her family
Friend of Anne Frank’s opens up about German official who saved her family
'My mother fled Germany, now I'm being denied citizenship'
Vera Friedlander, author and contemporary witness
‘The Difference Now Is That We Have the State of Israel’: German Jewish Leader Describes Growing Unease With Threat from Neo-Nazis, Islamists
Descendants of Nazis organize global marches against contemporary anti-Semitism
‘Stuffy Like Auschwitz’: Jewish Woman Details Antisemitic Barbs Faced by Her Teenage Son at German Public School
Jewish teen removed from German public high school over classroom anti-Semitism
German opinions on a new Holocaust and neo-Nazis
German Neo-Nazis Endorse BDS Movement
German students allegedly sing antisemitic songs after Buchenwald visit
Teens who played antisemitic songs after visit to Nazi camp being investigated
German Army Apologizes for Posting Nazi Uniform as Retro Fashion on Instagram

**Greece**

- Tears as Greek, 92, meets Jews she saved in WW2
- Teenage Rescuer, Now 92, Meets Family She Saved From Nazis
- The last reunion? In Jerusalem, Greek WWII rescuer, 92, meets the Jews she saved
- Greek Woman Reunited With Siblings She Saved During Holocaust and Their 40 Descendants
- In fading ritual, WWII rescuer reunites with Jews she saved
- ‘Righteous Rescuer’ Meets Holocaust Survivors She Saved and Their 40 Descendants
- How a 500 Year-Old Torah Scroll Was Saved from the Nazi Conquest of Rhodes
- Top US Jewish Group Lauds Greece for Adopting IHRA Definition of Antisemitism

**Hungary**

- Jewish communities returning to their origins in Budapest's quiet western district

**Israel**

- Israel to host largest event ever focused on anti-Semitism
- More than 30 heads of state to attend World Holocaust Forum at Yad Vashem
- Dozens of world leaders will visit Jerusalem to mark 75th anniversary of Auschwitz liberation
- Moral courage of true allies in short supply
- Lipstadt: Take anti-Semitism seriously ‘not just when there are dead bodies’
- Expert: Israel’s Bank Leumi hoarding $118 million of Holocaust victims’ money
- Enriching the Landscape of Jewish Memory
- Celebrating in the Shadow of WWII: “Jewish Photos” from September 1939
- Holocaust survivor who fought Nazis makes aliya at 96
- 80 French Holocaust Survivors Celebrate Bar/Bat Mitzvahs at Western Wall
- My dead aunt's Holocaust legacy
- Shmor - Gad and Benny Elbaz feat: Saul Dreier, of the Cecelia Margules Project
- Kapos
- Preparing For A World Without Survivors – Since 1953
- Writing in Jerusalem, Honoring the Holocaust
- Identical Twins: One a Nazi, the Other a Member of the Israeli Navy
- King Abdullah I and Arthur Szyk: A Zionist’s portrayal of an Arab leader
Italy
Auschwitz Survivor, 89, Unwittingly Touches Nerve in Italy Over Anti-Semitism
Holocaust Survivor Is Swept Up in Italy’s Storm of Vitriol
Fury after Italian Holocaust survivor Liliana Segre is forced to take police protection
Holocaust survivor in Italy gets police guard due to threats
Italian Jewish Survivor of Auschwitz Liliana Segre Under Police Protection Following Death Threats From Far-Right Fanatics
Holocaust survivor under guard amid death threats
Holocaust survivor given police escort in Italy after threats
This Holocaust survivor receives 200 threats a day. Now she needs police protection, (CNN)
Italian far-right leader denies downplaying threats to Holocaust survivor
Italian plot to create new Nazi party uncovered, police say
‘Horror and Disgust’: Israel’s President Dismayed by Death Threats to Holocaust Survivor
Rome names a street after historic Chief Rabbi Elio Toaff

Jordan
Watch: ‘The Arab World Backed Hitler Because He Hated the Jews,’ Jordanian Ex-Minister Says
Holocaust denier conference in Jordan - 'More Gypsies than Jews killed by the Nazis'
Conference: 'Jews were not systematically murdered in Holocaust'

Lebanon
Lebanese magnate buys up Hitler items at auction, donates to Israeli group
Lebanese Businessman Donates Nazi Memorabilia to Jewish Community

Lithuania
Lithuanian state theater stages controversial play on Holocaust complicity

Poland
Mass grave of Nazi victims discovered on Treblinka grounds
Descendants of Poles killed for rescuing Jews gather
Polish city to pull Jewish gravestones from WW2 lake | Reuters.com
How Poland's ruling party cynically fuels anti-Semitism and Holocaust denial | Opinion
Poland and the Holocaust: two sides to the story
Polish prosecutors drop defamation case against Holocaust scholar
What Saved You, Saved Us
Honoring the 'silent heroes' who saved Jews in the Holocaust
The Jews I saved were my friends, I did all I could to help
Holocaust rescuer gets a surprise 100th birthday party in Poland
Holocaust survivor at Polish ceremony: I’m ashamed for Jewish collaborators

Poland Objects to Holocaust-Era Map in Netflix Series
Polish prime minister complains to Netflix about historical inaccuracies in ‘Devil Next Door’
Poland asks Netflix to make changes to documentary about Nazi death camp guard
Netflix to fix Holocaust documentary after Poland complains
Travel blogger apologizes after posting photo of rubber duck on Auschwitz train tracks
Travel Instagrammer apologizes after Auschwitz rubber duck photo spurs condemnation

Noshing in Tarnów

Romania
Watch: Romania to open its first Holocaust museum

Russia
What Soviet Jews knew about the Holocaust in real time

Switzerland
Man shouts 'Heil Hitler' and gives Nazi salute to group of rabbis at Geneva conference

UK
Church of England says centuries of Christian anti-Semitism led to the Holocaust
Centuries of Christian anti-Semitism led to Holocaust, landmark Church of England report concludes
Brief / Church of England report says centuries of Christian anti-Semitism led to Holocaust
Britain's chief rabbi warns 'poison' of anti-Semitism has taken root in Labour
How Britain’s German-born Jewish ‘secret listeners’ helped win World War II
It was a refuge for hundreds of child Holocaust survivors. Now it is a museum
Story of pilot who flew ‘The Boys’ to new life in England told for first time
Widow discovers husband saved hundreds of children from the Holocaust
World War II pilot’s heroic Holocaust secret revealed
The Crucial Role the British Railway Played During WWII
The teenage girls who flirted with Nazis before luring them into the woods and shooting them

Holocaust survivor Tomi Reichental receives award

Officials Searching for 95-Year-Old Holocaust Survivor Who Vanished After Heading to the Doctor in Mid-City

A life saved and then destroyed

'I lost my childhood in the Holocaust'

Voices From The Past Telling Truth To The Future

Online survey launched to better understand children of Holocaust survivors

Labour election candidate defended ‘Jewish final solution’ slur

Pro-Corbyn Leader Called to Resign After Comparing Israel to the Nazis

Diaries of Tory MP who partied with the Nazis to be published in full

Tories suspend Aberdeen North General Election candidate Ryan Houghton over Holocaust posts

Local Holocaust survivor: 'We are disregarding history'

What ‘The Crown’ Doesn’t Tell You About Princess Alice’s Holocaust Heroism

Brief / Helena Bonham Carter learns of grandfather who helped Jews escape the Holocaust

Helena Bonham Carter: ‘My extraordinary grandfather saved thousands of Jews’

Dramedy takes couple on ‘romantic’ getaway to rediscover buried roots in Poland

Holocaust rose tree destroyed by vandals

Historic British Synagogue Daubed With Red Paint on Eve of Kristallnacht

Synagogues Were Among Planned Targets of Convicted UK Teenage Neo-Nazi

Extinction Rebellion co-founder calls Holocaust 'just another f***ery in human history'

Ukraine

How to save the mass graves of the Holocaust from oblivion

Sholem Aleichem Statue in Ukrainian Capital Defaced With Swastikas

USA

New partnership brings health-care services to Holocaust survivors

A legacy of goodness

The Perils of Forgetting

Survivors, scholars say threat of another Holocaust is not to be ignored

'The Survivors' Author On The Inheritance Of Holocaust Trauma
At ‘Auschwitz’ show, families can deflect the pain (New York Jewish Week)
Ziering archive honors Holocaust's survivors, fighters
The Untold Story of the Secret Mission to Seize Nazi Map Data
Historian: New evidence shows FDR's bigotry derailed many Holocaust rescue plans
At Veterans Day Parade, Trump Praises Commander Who Saved 200 Jewish Soldiers at World War II POW Camp
‘I’m a student of the Holocaust’: Biden says Trump is stoking ‘same anti-Semitic bile’ as Nazis
Watch: Holocaust survivor's special message for Bernie Sanders
Pete Buttigieg takes flak over 2017 pic at Holocaust memorial
How Holocaust survival of Michael Bennet’s family shaped his 2020 campaign
Gordon Sondland's Relationship With Trump Is A Complicated One
Impeachment witness Fiona Hill calls attacks on George Soros anti-Semitic
Wolf Blitzer gets personal while defending impeachment ...
House bill would help Holocaust survivors and families recover billions in insurance payments
US House bill would help Holocaust survivors recover billions in insurance
NYC's YIVO Institute holds Jewish memories saved from destruction during the Holocaust — What’s in the Basement?
The job is not yet done: On the reform the handling of Nazi-looted art
How dreams change under authoritarianism (New Yorker)
In Push For Never Again Education Act, Hadassah Hosts Senate Briefing
Debunking the myth that Jews did not resist during the Holocaust
Eriksson von Allmen: To the man who compared abortions to the Holocaust
Jewish groups join letter demanding ouster of Stephen Miller for white supremacist views
Dershowitz: A Jewish Democratic Congressman Called Me a Nazi Collaborator
Brief / US Senate to submit measure to remember Kristallnacht, US synagogue shootings
Ahead of 81st Kristallnacht Anniversary, Top US Jewish Group Calls for Action Against Rising Global Antisemitism
Six congregations join together to mark Kristallnacht
Kindertransport Exhibit on Display at the Holocaust Memorial Center — Detroit Jewish News
Why the Holocaust is more than just another genocide
South Jersey teen helps restore 200-year-old Torah that survived Holocaust
Holocaust exhibit coming to Marshall, IL
93-Year-Old Holocaust Survivor Celebrating Special Bar Mitzvah Ceremony In Voorhees On 81st Anniversary Of Kristallnacht
Holocaust Survivor Relives Bar Mitzvah 80 Years Later
Biographer commemorates Holocaust survivor
‘Signs along the road to Auschwitz’: a Holocaust survivor’s story
Holocaust Survivor Recalls Her Lost Community
She Grew Up on a Remote Italian Island. Then Came the Holocaust.
McCrb: He survived the Holocaust, and at 97, he is teaching its lessons
The Unbroken Past: From Germany to Shanghai to San Francisco
Teen uses social media to offer Shoah studies
'Their lives were destroyed': Michigan man recalls the Holocaust
Holocaust Survivor Shares His Story With Students
'Be The Change Makers': Holocaust Survivor Speaks To Glenbard West High School Students
Holocaust survivor shares his story with Nashvillians
Man shares story of Holocaust survival
Growing Up with Anne Frank
‘I can’t remember my sister’: Holocaust survivor tells GTA students of memories lost at concentration camp
Holocaust child survivor, educator to give presentation in Boca
Holocaust survivor shares story with Danville students
Holocaust survivor to Tabernacle students: 'Remember my story'
S-C Students Get Personal Lesson in Holocaust
Kentucky veteran donates WWII letter to Holocaust Museum
The lessons we need to learn from the Holocaust | Opinion
Holocaust survivor calls for standing up to hate
A Tale of Two Women - Jewish Ledger
Documentary About Holocaust Survivor to Screen at Tufts Hillel
Holocaust Memory – Jewish Responsibility – Jewish Failure
How Holocaust educators are incorporating the Tree of Life shooting into their classes
1983
Holocaust survival thanks to Schindler’s list for life in America
‘A Victory for Miriam!’ Shares an Inspiring New Perspective on Anti-Nazi Resistance
UNH exhibit explores Muslim-Jewish cooperation during Holocaust
University Investigates Assignment With Holocaust Questions
OPRF High School course to use personal stories to take ‘deep dive’ into Holocaust studies
When Holocaust survivors join students in theater class, it produces movie magic
New chaplain dedicated to needs of survivors
'The Survivors' Unpacks A Family's Trauma
Holocaust Trauma and its Effects, Generations Later
A Fledgling Genealogist Attempts To Trace Her Family History, Lost In WWII
White supremacist arrested for plotting to blow up Colorado synagogue
Nazi flag seen hanging in state building in Sacramento
Branko Lustig, ‘Schindler’s List’ Producer and Holocaust Survivor, Dies at 87
‘Schindler’s List’ producer and Holocaust survivor Branko Lustig dead
Croatian Auschwitz Survivor Branko Lustig Dies
Branko Lustig, 87, Holocaust Survivor Turned Film Producer, Dies
Daniel Mark, Holocaust survivor and San Diego tailor, 1923-2019
Peter Gossels, who escaped the Holocaust and became a beacon of hope and optimism, dies at 89
- The Boston Globe
Martin Spett, who shined the light of truth on the Holocaust, dies at 90
Dayton resident, author and Holocaust survivor Heider dies at 95
UNCC Professor, Holocaust Survivor Cernyak-Spatz Dies At 97
Charlotte Talks: Remembering Holocaust Survivor Susan Cernyak-Spatz
Appendix D: Return to the Reich; an interview with Eric Lichtblau
Hey millennials, this ‘upbeat’ Holocaust project is aimed at you
Zeldin retiring from MCHE after leading it to national prominence
Heirs of holocaust survivors compete to sue Lehman Foundation over $7 million watercolour
A New Book From the Creator of ‘Wonder’ Tells a Holocaust Story
Watch: New Series Covers Trial of John Demjanjuk, Accused as Nazi Guard ‘Ivan the Terrible’
Al Pacino Is a Badass Jewish Nazi Hunter in This Upcoming Amazon Series
Al Pacino Will Play A Nazi-Hunter In New Amazon Series By Jordan Peele
Hunters Starring Al Pacino
Amazon Prime Teases New Series Starring Al Pacino as Nazi Hunter
Holocaust experts "have some concerns" over Taika Waititi's 'Jojo Rabbit'
Noah Schnapp to Star in WWII Film About Rescue of Jewish Children
Who Will Write Our History? - Review
Artist and Filmmaker Marc Bennett Pays Tribute to the Human Spirit | Jewish Journal
The Man in the High Castle: Swastikas used in Amazon series 'proudly destroyed' after filming

Art During the Holocaust at San Diego Comic Con 2019

American Jews Worried About Anti-Semitism - Atlanta Jewish Times

Massachusetts Has an Anti-Semitism Problem, and It’s Only Getting Worse

As the children of survivors, the Rohingya genocide reminds us of the Holocaust - Jewish Telegraphic Agency

Images tell Holocaust story | Local | Journal Gazette

Exhibit elicits emotional responses | Local | Journal Gazette

'Like getting my father back': WWII POW's art returned to his family (NPR)

The Unprecedented Effort to Preserve a Million Letters Written by U.S. Soldiers During Wartime

Sacha Baron Cohen Blasts Facebook for 'Absurd' Holocaust Denial Policy

Sacha Baron Cohen: Facebook would have let Hitler post Jewish ‘solution’ ads

Hitler Would Have Spread Hate on Facebook, Warns Sacha Baron Cohen

Sacha Baron Cohen Excoriates Social Media – ‘The Greatest Propaganda Machine’

Utah Jewish group expresses ‘horror’ after child marches in school parade dressed as Hitler

Principal and teacher at Utah school placed on leave after student dresses as Hitler

Luxury fashion brand Loewe pulls outfit resembling concentration camp uniforms

Racial slur, other graffiti found at Holocaust center, officials say

'Ugly And Racist' Graffiti Found At Holocaust Museum In Glen Cove

Fliers bearing swastika and Star of David found around Arizona State U campus

White Supremacist Manifesto Reportedly Shared at Syracuse U

Men dressed as Jews hand out Holocaust denial fliers at Boulder mall

Right-Wing Holocaust Denial — in America

A ‘love letter’ from the Dark Side – Neo-Nazis and Holocaust Denial

Watch: Holocaust Deniers’ Vile Jew-Hatred Fuels Anti-Israel Agenda

Watch: US College Student Demands Holocaust Survivor Condemn Israel

Opinion: Holocaust survivor hands Israel’s enemies a victory on a silver platter

-Please Note-

Please note: Notices are provided for information purposes only. Generations of the Shoah International and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.
We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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Sandy Hoffman z”l [Generations After, WI]
Dina Cohen [Generations of the Shoah, NJ]
Barbara Wind [Generations of the Shoah, NJ]
Ken Engel [CHAIM, MN]
Pepi Nichols [Second Generation of Jewish Holocaust Survivors in Houston, TX]
Charles Silow [CHAIM, MI]
Daniel Brooks [3G NY]
Doris Schwarz-Lisenbee [Second and Third Generation Programs Silicon Valley Holocaust Survivor Association]
Raymonde (Ray) Fiol [Holocaust Survivors Group of Southern Nevada]
Sarah Weiss [Executive Director, The Center for Holocaust and Humanity Education]
Janice Friebau [Phoenix Holocaust Association]
George Foster [Australian Association of Jewish Holocaust Survivors & Descendants]
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